ACORN BUILDING COMPONENTS, INC.

PARTS LIST
400/1000R SERIES "DORW"

COMPLETE HOME SETS
- 66A-4002A COLOR
- 66A-4003A COLOR
- 66A-4004A COLOR
- 66A-4005A COLOR

400 FLUSH HOME SETS
(SPECIAL MACHINING REQUIRED)
- 66A-WOOD COLOR
- 66A-WRO COLOR
- 66A-W 50 COLOR
- 66A-W 50 COLOR

POSITION LOCK ASM.

560-04007 COLOR / FIXED PANEL ANCHOR & BUMPER
560-02030 / CLIPPER

620-01204 / OUTSIDE PULL - BLACK
560-01321 / LATCH SPRING
620-01260 / LATCH
600-00185 / #10-24 X 3/4 PHIL. FLT.
620-01206 / BASE PLATE - BLACK
600-00180 / #12-24 X 1 1/4 PHIL. FLAT.
600-00140 / #15-24 X 1 1/2 PHIL. FLAT.
600-00140 / #15-24 X 1 1/2 PHIL. FLAT.
620-01300 / TRIVETRON - CHROME
620-00105 / DIE CAST HANDLE
630-00110 / OPTIMAL WOOD HANDLE
600-00105 / #15-24 PHIL. OVAL HD.
Screw for wood handle

66A-4004A COLOR
WOOD HOMEsetting
66A-4005A COLOR
CUT HOME setting
PARTS LIST
3500 SERIES
SINGLE HUNG WINDOW

ACORN BUILDING COMPONENTS, INC.

SPECIFY (4) NUMBERS
STAMPED ON HOUSING

STD. BALANCES
580-35102 / 580-35202 / 580-35302 / 580-35402
580-35103 / 580-35203 / 580-35303 / 580-35403
580-35104 / 580-35204 / 580-35304 / 580-35404
580-35105 / 580-35205 / 580-35305 / 580-35405
580-35106 / 580-35206 / 580-35306 / 580-35406
580-35107 / 580-35207 / 580-35307 / 580-35407
580-35108 / 580-35208 / 580-35308 / 580-35408
580-35109 / 580-35209 / 580-35309 / 580-35409

SCREWS
580-00022 #8X3/8 BRZ. PAN HD. PHIL. "A" SMS
580-00023 #8X3/8 WH. PAN HD. PHIL. "A" SMS
580-00024 #8X3/8 PHIL. "A" SMS
580-00025 #8X3/8 WH. PAN HD. PHIL. "TEK" SMS
580-00026 #8X3/8 BRZ. PAN HD. PHIL. "TEK" SMS